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key elements

count

day & time

phrase

Describe your perfect setting in 2-3 sentences:

3 actions that will alter your attitude:

Describe your creative rhythm in 1-3 sentences:

3-5 specific daily, weekly, yearly goals:

Create your space...

Then clear your mind...

At your most inventive time...

In order to achieve your creative goals.

CREATIVE HABITS
Hello: My name is  _________________________
and these are my
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Q. What would the perfect setting to create your 
work look, sound and feel like?

Q. Using the resources at your fingertips, what 
elements shape your creative workspace?

ENVIRONMENTThis is my creative



Think about your atmosphere, edibles, personal items, tools and consider 
your season of life, available resources and even the people in and through 
your home. Now spend some time visualizing your ideal co-creator setting 
right where you are. What’s around you, under you, at your fingertips?

ENVIRONMENTThis is my creative
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Surroundings:

Edibles: Personal Items:

Tools:

What do you see, what does it smell like, what do you hear? Spend some time scribbling and 
scratching those key words in the spaces below, be specific, be honest and be aware that 
this will be a work in progress through trial and err as well as the changing of seasons and 
projects.



Q. On your most productive, motivated days, what 
do you do to clear your mind to create?

Q. When you’re unmotivated, foggy and running 
dry, what are some simple activities you can 
engage to clear some space?

HEADSPACEThis is my creative



Headspace is that unique, internal place in our hearts, minds and spirits that sets the stage for and propels us forward 
on mission with clarity and motivation. This place typically needs prepped daily as part of our creative habit and it 
involves our whole being: body (physical), heart (emotion), mind (thought life), spirit (faith). Confront what typically 
distracts you, those obstacles to creative clarity, and address them with repeatable actions, words and beliefs that will 
motivate you, on a daily basis, to create the life, faith and art you’re in pursuit of. 

HEADSPACEThis is my creative
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Negative Self-Talk: Top 3
1.

2.

3.

Physical Exercises:

Emotional Engagement:

Positive / Honest Counter-Attacks::
1.

2.

3.

Mental Preparation:

Inspiring Sources:

Spiritual Habits: 

Distractions:



Q. If you were free from obstacles, responsibilities 
and internal hang-ups, when would you spend 
time creating and for how long?

Q. Look at your current reality, your schedule and 
available time… what extras will you cut in order 
to create?

RHYTHMThis is my creative



RHYTHMThis is my creative
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Most Creative Time of Day: Days of the Week / Weekend: Most Creative Season of the Year: Back-Up Time / Day  (when my 
schedule is blown up):

Minute / Hourly Allotment:

Most Inspiring Weather:

Least Inspiring Season / Weather:

Most Distracted Time / Season:

When I’ll Squeeze in 15 minutes  if 
Time Allows: 

Our creating rhythm is often a combination of two key factors in life. The first 
is being able to recognize and capture the most motivating or inspiring time of 
our day to get to work. The second is our willingness to make use of the 
available time we have in our day / week. Yet, these don’t always come 
together in same season.

For some of us, we’re blessed with the ability to design our creative rhythm according to our 
desires. For most of us, it’s a give and take. It’s weaving sessions in between day jobs and 
adventures with our kids. Whatever our context, it’s a matter of recognizing our creative 
options, obstacles and opportunities, noting them in this season, and adjusting our 
expectations and motivations appropriately. Create the rhythm and commit.



Q. On a good day how many words do you put to 
paper? How much of that song do you compose? 
How much of that project do you make ground 
on?

Q. What’s your daily goal? Weekly?

Q. In a perfect world, what’s your deadline for 
launch? What’s holding you back?

OUTPUTThis is my creative



OUTPUTThis is my creative
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Words / Pages Per Day:

Weekly Development Goal(s):

Monthly Completion Goal(s):

Projected Tribe Launch:

Daily Song Structural Goal: Daily Design Quota:

Projected Public Launch:

Draft 1 Deadline:

Draft 2 Deadline:

Project Deadline:

headspace and rhythm) and simply create. Perseverance and dedication to the craft and 
project at hand. Inspiration? It bobs and weaves, strikes and sneaks through every moment 
of every day. Output is the practiced ability to produce through the paltry and plethora of 
ideas. State your goals: daily, weekly, draft and launch. Healthy expectations foster healthy 
creativity. So what’s your output?

Are you content with how much you’re able to produce on a daily basis? How 
about each week? Month? How long have you been planning and pushing off 
the launch of your next album, art exhibition, novel or innovative design? 
According to many of the most fruitful creatives in history, our output is most 
often a byproduct of our ability to push forward (through environment, 



Q. What inspires you?

Q. What catches your attention, fires you up and 
motivates you to dive in head first?

INSPIRATIONThis is my creative



I know, I know, inspiration isn’t something forced. But it can be fostered, 
stirred up and invited in. We can adjust our attitude and expectations in order 
to see it on the wind when it blows by. Prayer, medidtation, awareness, 
curiosity… we can set ourselves up to capture. We can have our notepad or 
voice recording app ready to roll at the strike of an idea.

INSPIRATIONThis is my creative
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Who? Artists - Authors - Designers

Media? Movies - Books - Art - Stories - Podcasts Season of Inspiration? Winter - Summer - Struggle - Comfort - Age

Actions? Walks - Rides - Reading - Naps - Serving - Friends - Family - Prayer

Observe and Prepare. What has stirred inspiration most often in the past. Go back there. 
Who inspires you? Read, listen, talk with them. Healthy activities? Do. And if you can drop it 
all and create on a whim, awesome! But  most of us aren’t able to stop life when inspiration 
zaps us. This is why our rhythm is so key, it creates space beyond the whim for scheduled 
attention to inspiration. Take notes. Take notes. Take notes. Live your habits.



CREATING
CREATIVE
HABITS

Looking for a partner to flesh out your Creative Habits? 

Or maybe you’re looking for clarity on the journey, fresh perspective or a 
new wave of motivation?  Let’s talk.

Rich Dyson
330.962.5617 / Call OR Text

creativistacoaching@gmail.com


